CHAPTER V
EPILOGUE

A. Conclusion

The epilogue of this chapter will be detailed on some conclusions about environmental management that operated in Semarang and reflection of Islamic Ethics in management of the environment. Here are some conclusions after research carried out namely:

1. Environmental management in Semarang already meets the criteria of sustainable development. That is because the social aspects, economy and the environment are already equivalent, however just still needs a lot of improvement. Although there is still a lot of criticism on the results of spatial policy in Semarang city, because of some problems that appear as flooded, rob, lack of rainwater infiltration area, land subsidence etc. But the Government is still trying to overcome the problem with tighten housing development in suburban areas of the city that serves to buffer area, also the city drainage improvements – such as Banjir Kanal Rivers and Semarang Rivers with the normalization that is currently still in the stage of implementation, to tackle floods and rob which is often happens.

2. Islam is the religion of eco-friendly. Therefore Islamic environment ethics certainly reflect Islamic values which give full attention to the environment. As in the concept of Islamic cities seen Islamic values with the placement of the mosque as the orientation of the city, in addition to this Islamic land use instruments also look particularly pay attention to environmental aspects. Semarang – as a religious metropolis, not just showing a lot of places of worship built with grandiose, but aspects of environmental hygiene in the area, though there was some criticism about its construction. It proved to be the absence of a complaint
against the cleanliness in each areas. There is exist to manage the result of waste garbage itself or nominated as a toilet cleaner. In addition, the city also kept clean with reached Adipura Award for Semarang. So, the management of the city of Semarang at least already reflects the Islamic Ethics of Environment, because already fulfills the criteria of holistic integrality development (sustainable development), though it still needs a lot of improvement to the environment.

B. Suggestion

A study of the management of Semarang city still in need of further research. Because environmental conditions see Semarang are now very poor. This thesis discusses about environmental management is seen in terms of the environmental ethics of Islam. The City Government expected to Semarang, may be trying to fix the drainage system Netherlands heritage city in the form of canals and Semarang which indeed Times built to cope with rob as a result of the lower area of the city of Semarang in what was either a shallow sea.